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Part 1 of a series on the Exodus   

 

Exodus1:8 – 2:10 

Have you ever heard of the Butterfly Effect? It’s about how in chaos theory a small 
change in one place can set off a whole chain of events that lead to some thing much 
bigger and vaster happening somewhere else.  The name Butterfly effect was coined by  
Edward Lorenz an American mathematician and meteorologist.  

He  has calculated in theory how a hurricane’s time of formation and the path it takes 
can be influenced by minor disturbances equating to the flapping of the wings of a 
distant butterfly several weeks earlier.   

Would you believe me if I said that what you do this week could change the world? 
Maybe in this COVID-19 world you might since our lives have been turned upside down 
by a virus   we cannot see that started in the Northern Hemisphere.       

In our reading today five women change the course of history. Their actions set off the 
events that became the foundational story for the Hebrews  - the Jew - Jews and for 
Christians . As we work though this series of sermons from Exodus we will see how 
much of what we believe today and how we understand Jesus, has its roots in this 
amazing story called the Exodus!   

These women lived in Egypt during a time of terrible persecution for the minority 
Hebrew  people. It all begins when the ruler of Egypt - the Pharaoh  - tries to solidify his 
political power by creating  fear among his  people and he does this by  identifying an 
enemy or a scapegoat causing troubles in their midst.  

It’s something we are familiar with: In the 1930’s it was the Jews in Germany. At 
different times in Australia it has been the “dole bludgers”, the most recent group of 
migrants,  communists,  asylum-seekers, Muslims without discriminating between 
ordinary faithful Muslims and extremist Islamist groups ….. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward_Lorenz
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meteorology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Butterfly
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In Egypt, where our story begins, it is the ancient Israelites or Hebrews.  First they are 
named as possible traitors and terrorists. The new Pharaoh has forgotten that for 
generations these people were welcomed because of Joseph their ancestor. Now as 
they prosper Pharaoh tells his people to deal with them shrewdly –. “Let’s be pragmatic”  
Pharaoh says as he enslaves them and bit  by bit he turns to ever darker measures  
ordering the Israelite midwives to kill all the Hebrew baby boys at birth and then when it 
is clear many are surviving, he commands lynch groups across all of society to throw 
the babies into the river.  

The Pharaoh uses the kind of language and persecutions that create hatred and fear 
and exclusion and violence and permits no justice and mercy.    

But who were these women who stood up to the Pharaoh?    

Firstly, it is two Hebrew midwives Shiphrah and Puah who take heroic and courageous 
action. They disobey the orders to kill Hebrew baby boys because of their faith and 
reverence for God as a higher power than the Pharaoh. And when they are called to 
explain themselves – it is very revealing.   

One of the classic things that happen to people under persecution is that they are 
demonized  - and treated as less than human. And now the midwives describe how the 
Hebrew  women are not like the refined Egyptian women:  They are vigorous and give 
birth quickly like animals.  Is this classic dog-whistling?  

Are they taking the mickey by echoing the Pharaoh’s prejudices as they argue that they 
can’t get there quickly enough to kill the baby boys before their mothers hide them?   

Theirs is a courageous act of willful civil  disobedience …. And it changes history 
because one of those baby boys they save  is called Moses and he will lead the 
Israelites out of slavery, receive the Law  and bring  them to the Promised land. The 
story of Moses still resonates in Jewish history and in our history and it all began with 
these ordinary feisty women who said “no” to a tyrant  - no to cruel injustice.  

Of course they didn’t know that they were changing the world. For them it was just 
about following their hearts and ethics as mid-wives.  It was about being true to their 
faith and their consciences.  And God blessed them.  
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And then there is the mother of Moses.  Jochebed (Exodus 6:20) for that is her name,  
defies the Pharaoh despite the danger to herself and her family. Her neighbours could 
have dobbed them in and taken the child.  But bravely and with a lot of ingenuity, 
Jochebed hides him and when it becomes too dangerous she puts him in the river in a 
basket that floats hoping that someone will find him and care for him. I reckon that she 
knew that the Princess came to bathe nearby – And Moses’ persistent sister Miriam is in 
place to watch what happens.  

 

And the fifth woman?   This woman is surprising because she is none other than the 
Pharaoh’s daughter. What drew her to adopt this Hebrew baby foundling? Why did she 
take the risk?  Was she childless longing for a child of her own? Was it maternal 
compassion? Did she oppose her father’s ruthless behavior? Did she save other 
Hebrew children or lobby her father to change his policy? We don’t know.     

But it’s ironic that one of Pharaoh’s own household plays a role in this story -that like a 
midwife she lifts the child from the water and gives him a chance at life.  And its ironic 
that aided by his sister Miriam’s courage and cheekiness, she engages Moses’ mother 
to nurse her own son.      

And so in defiance of hatred and fear and violence, Moses a Hebrew is raised in an 
Egyptian palace to be a leader.  The courageous actions of women who apart from the 
Princess, are just  ordinary people like you and me,  are all interconnected creating if 
you like a butterfly effect that ripples across time and space to affect the lives of millions 
down through the generations.  

Shiphrah and Puah’s faith compelled them to stand up to a bully. A mother and a sister 
in a small Hebrew family living in fear, acted with love and faithfulness and ingenuity – 
the Princess acted with compassion   - and Moses was saved to become God’s chosen 
leader for the salvation of his people.   

In God’s story it is not the bully – it is not the One who engages in genocidal action who 
prevails. Indeed he ultimately becomes irrelevant. In the story of the Exodus, it is the 
Hebrews, a minority people who were up against all the odds, who live on and enjoy 
freedom.  God’s promises prevail. And if we jump ahead to Jesus he too as a baby was 
pursued by a jealous tyrant – Herod who decrees that all baby boys in Bethlehem 
should be slaughtered and Jesus  escapes into Egypt as a refugee.And as a man it is 
against all the odds – even death itself – that Jesus rises from the grave to free us from 
bondage and offer us salvation and hope.   
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Back in Exodus, who was most important?    I don’t know:  It could have been the 
parents of Shiphrah and Puah who instilled their faith in God in them - the Princess who 
raised and educated Moses - the midwives who saved him –   Jochebed the Mother 
who put her baby son in the way of the Princess – Miriam  the sister who intervened…  

The truth is that they all played a part.  

I don’t know about you but their story gives me hope at a time when I have felt most 
discouraged and powerless  - when I have grieved not being able to meet you face to 
face and when it feels like there is no end to this pandemic.  

This story tells us that the things we do are important  -  the decisions we make can 
make big things happen. It may be as simple as ringing a friend and reminding them 
that they are loved as you ask “R U OK?” It may be as simple as taking time to pray.  
No act is ever too small as God works out his purposes for you and me and the world in 
which we live.  As one thing leads to another in the butterfly effect  - what we do ripples 
out into people’s lives with potential for things to happen that we would never have 
thought of or may never know!  

In this story, the compassion and generosity and mercy and the care of the women who 
champion life over death are set against the pragmatism, cruelty and self-interest of the 
Pharaoh - and Moses went on to save his people.  In Jesus’ story, the care and faith of 
Joseph his father who took him and his mother Mary to safety is set against the jealousy 
and brutality of King Herod. Jesus grew up to be the Saviour of the world. God’s 
promises win out. What we do becomes part of God’s story of salvation. 

Next Sunday we will celebrate the International Day of Peace.  Our guest speaker will 
be Rev Dr Rob McFarlane talking about some ordinary Israelis and Palestinians who 
have come together to work for peace at the grassroots.     

The world is desperate for goodness and kindness and grace  - for  compassion and  
generosity  and most of all  for the hope that God’s story in the Exodus and Jesus Christ 
offers. In a shaky and sometimes frightening world, God’s promises are kept and we 
have a part in it.  It’s good news to receive and absorb. It’s good news to share.  

 
Lord,  thank you for the hope these stories bring - that you are more powerful in 

your love and faithfulness than any tyrant  or threat  in this world. 
Grant us the confidence to step out in faith and become 

the people we are meant to be, unapologetic in our love for you, 
wanting to be change-makers, bringers of hope, love and grace 

into a world that has no faith but in itself, 
a world that cannot see that all it seeks, is found in you. Amen 

 

Rev Laurel Barr                                                                                   September 13 2020  


